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From the Editor

Volume 34:1 - [ keynotes on the web ]
Back copies of Keynotes can be found at:

www.york.ac.uk/services/cserv/offdocs/keynotes

I’m pleased to introduce a new look for
Keynotes; this has been designed for us
by Studio Monkeys, a Leeds-based
design agency, and co-ordinates with
our user guides, and the mouse mats
provided in Computing Service
classrooms and study areas.
The Computing Service has been
investigating the potential for a
streaming service, which would allow
web authors to deliver audio and video
more effectively. For more information
about what streaming provides, details
of a recent streaming endeavour, and
information on a planned trial service,
turn to Anthony Leonard’s articles on
pages 6-7.
As ever, the summer vacation saw high
levels of activity within the Computing
Service. As well as seeing many months
of planning culminate in the successful
provision of Computing facilities to the
BA Festival (page 9), there have been a
number of upgrades to our facilities and
services, including the classrooms
(page 3), the centrally provided software
(page 5) and the mail service (page 4).
Joanne Casey

keynotes

MIKE JINKS

Congratulations to Richard Stoddart who was appointed to the post of Applications
Deployment Specialist following Dan Shelton’s departure, bringing the
Applications Deployment Team up to full strength. We are reviewing the operation
of the Information Desk in the context of a range of changes including Richard’s
move, the provision of online payments for printing accounts, and the
implementation of our new Service Desk system (see page 8) before recruiting a
replacement for Richard’s previous role.
Paul Elliott has joined us as a Unix System Administrator/Programmer, filling the
post vacated by Chris Reece. Paul previously worked at Bishop Burton College, so is
used to the issues arising in a higher education environment.
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John Cooper has joined us as Web Systems Administrator/Developer, taking over
the role vacated by Carl Stovell on his appointment as Database Administrator. John
studied Electrical and Electronic Engineering before moving into computing. He
joins us from Computacenter where he managed servers supporting a wide range of
services from filestore to financial transactions.
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We wish John, Paul and Richard well in their new roles.
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Finally, we say a partial farewell to Dan Granville. Dan worked for over five years
with Sue Hodges on ILIAD and training more generally, as well as with Joanne Casey
on information provision. In addition, Dan tutored on some of our courses. Dan has
now moved on to his own business, but will continue to do some tutoring for us. We
are grateful for all that Dan has done for us and wish him well in his new role.
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Office Windows XP Upgrade
DAVE SURTEES

Paul elliott
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Classroom Windows
XP Upgrade
ADRIAN YOUNG

Following on from the successful upgrade of classroom PCs from Windows 2000 to
Windows XP (see right) over the summer, the Computing Service has begun a project
to migrate PCs in staff offices to Windows XP.
The details of the migration have yet to be fully developed, but we have already
made Windows XP the default operating system on all newly purchased supported
PCs. We will communicate developments from this project via the DCO’s mailing list.

Information Desk Opening Hours
BRIAN SOUTER

Having monitored user demand on the Information Desk during 2006/07, we have
decided to provide additional cover over the lunch period by closing the desk 15
minutes early at the end of each day. The new opening hours are 09.00 to 17.00,
Monday to Friday.

Classroom Upgrades
BRIAN SOUTER

The programme of PC replacement, safety testing, maintenance and cleaning went to
schedule over the summer. In total, 99 PCs were replaced in V/058, W/202, K/120 and
R/002. The new PCs have Intel Dual Core 1.8GHz processors, 1GB memory, LCD TFT
display screens, CD-RW/DVD-W drives and accessible USB and audio ports.

After the successful pilot upgrade in
L/050 at Easter, the classroom Windows
XP upgrade project team decided to go
ahead with the full rollout, upgrading
the rest of the Computing Service’s
classroom PCs over the summer.
This has been very successful; by the
start of term all Computing Service
classrooms will be running Windows
XP. This will give us a more stable
and secure platform, and enable us to
provide more up to date software in the
future. The XP upgrade does not incur
additional capital costs, as it is already
covered under our Campus Agreement.
The decision not to go to Windows Vista
was taken because we felt that as an
Operating System it wasn’t yet mature
enough to provide us with the benefits
we would get from upgrading to XP.
The Windows XP upgrade project team
has now started planning the next phase
of the project, which will be to upgrade
office PCs to Windows XP.
keynotes

Over the Summer the Central Mail
Service, YorkMail, received an upgrade
to improve its scalability and resilience.
Previously five separate mail server
computers were used, with a fifth of users allocated to each. Mail arriving for a
given person was routed to “their” mail
server for delivery and storage on its private set of disks. This has worked well,
but there has always been an element
of risk: if a mail server failed then users
allocated to it would be unable to access
their email. This has also made software
upgrades difficult to schedule.
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These five mail systems continue to
operate. However people registered
from mid-Summer onwards have been
allocated to a pair of new computers.
These use different IMAP server
software and mailbox storage techniques
to place mail folders on a shared file
system. For efficiency reasons people
accessing the service are still directed
to “their” mail system but, if this
is temporarily unavailable, will
automatically fail over to the other
computer within seconds.
Thus the new design provides greater
resilience for this key service, and also
can easily be scaled up in the future
simply by adding more systems
accessing the shared filestore. In due
course, it will also enable us to review
the mail quotas we allocate.
The previous mail systems will continue
to operate for the next one to two years
and provide access to their users.
As these numbers dwindle through
natural turnover we will in time look to
migrate those remaining across to the
new systems.

Reduced Filestore Charge

Important

Training – What’s New?

The IMAP server software used for the
new mail systems offers the enhanced
benefit of “dual-use” mail folders: that
is, any given folder can contain
messages and/or sub-folders. In contrast
with the IMAP software used on the old
systems a folder can contain either
messages or sub-folders, but not both.

SUSANNE HODGES

Unfortunately the dual-use
functionality has had to be disabled for
the time being: its presence showed up a
Day 1 design restriction with the
Webmail Service software. We have
contacted the authors of the webmail
software, who have confirmed the problem and indicated it is unlikely to be
resolved in the foreseeable future.
We will therefore be reviewing the
Webmail Service and considering other
possible software to use instead. Watch
this space…

We have been very busy over the
summer re-writing workbooks for
training on Office 2003 on a Windows
XP platform. Some of the courses, such
as Excel and Access, have been
completely re-written, others just
updated. The good news is that, apart
from cosmetic changes at the front end,
there is little difference between Office
XP and Office 2003.
We are still continuing to train on Office
2000 on the basic courses Computing
at York and File Management. This is
because we like to deliver them in the
small training room W/218 and this
room has not been upgraded. We hope
that users taking these courses will
easily transfer the skills they acquire to
Windows XP.

If you have recently joined the
University (hence are using the new
systems) and are experiencing problems
creating mail folders take a moment to
check the preference settings in your
mail client…

Remember: at present the new mail
system is restricted to creating folders
which can contain messages. So
attempting to create a folder called
“Mail” in which to create sub-folders,
which is what this setting is trying to do,
will not work.

JOANNE CASEY

We’re pleased to announce that the annual rented filestore charge has been reduced
from £60 to £40 per Gb per year. The initial set-up charge remains unchanged at £60.
For information on setting up rented filestore please see: https://www.york.ac.uk/
services/cserv/docs/guides.yrk/rented_filestores.html. Full details of all our charges
are at: www.york.ac.uk/services/cserv/offdocs/policy.yrk/charges.htm
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PETER HALLS

Problems?

In particular check for a setting named
“Mail Directory”, “IMAP Prefix” or
similar: this should be set to be an empty
string. If it is set to something else typically a legacy name such as “Mail”
- then this may well be the cause of your
difficulties.

Final Withdrawal of
Corel Office

VLE Training for Students
susanne hodges

Iliad staff have developed a generic
VLE training course for students.
The course, intending to simulate
blended learning, covers basic
navigation, saving and viewing
different file types, ‘Netiquette’, quizzes,
sending anonymous documents, using
the discussion boards, group work,
wikis, blogs, and completing surveys.
The E-learning development team
recommend that, wherever possible,
pilot leaders should train their students
within their own VLE site. The Iliad
team are happy to help leaders with this
and also to provide remedial help for
any students who are still struggling
after initial training.
Interested? Contact Susanne Hodges
(sh32) for details.

In October 1997, the University
Computing Committee (Minute 97/28)
decided to move from Corel Office to
Microsoft Office as the University’s
default and supported office software
package, providing word processing,
spreadsheets, etc. The University
Information Committee endorsed this
decision in May 1998 (Minute 98/29),
to take effect from October 1999 with a
transition period during which Corel
Office would continue to be supported
and available. That transition period
expired in 2002 but by then Corel Office
was included as a standard component
in the Corel educational site license
to which the University continued to
subscribe for other products. As such,
Corel Office was not removed from PCs
managed by the Computing Service.
However this year, and at very short
notice, Corel changed the content of
the educational site license, removing
Corel Office. In accordance with the new
license, copies of Corel Office installed
under the now obsolete site license have
been, or are being, removed.
Aware that there are a small number of
users for whom migration from Paradox
is not trivial, the Computing Service has
obtained some licenses for Corel Office
for the current academic year, giving
ample time to complete the process. We
also have a few licenses available for
residual migration from Wordperfect
and Quattro-Pro to Word and Excel:
two of the computers at the Information
Desk have been licensed so that users
can migrate any remaining documents.
Any user who needs assistance and
who is not already in contact with the
Computing Service on this issue should
contact the Information Desk for advice.
Please note that we can only provide
support for Corel Office in terms of
migration to Microsoft: the Computing
Service has not had the expertise to support use of Corel Office for several years.
The new license does not provide
copies of Corel Office for personal use.
Users who require an office product

for personal use can continue to obtain
Microsoft Office from the Information
Desk. If an alternative is necessary,
consider Open Office, or a derivative
such as Sun’s Star Office, which are
available for download or at a nominal
cost, or purchase a copy of Corel Office
from a Corel reseller, but bear in mind
that we only provide user support for
Microsoft Office.

PDF Converter Pro
AMANDA BACON

The Computing Service is please to announce the purchase of a site license for
PDF Converter Professional 4. This PDF
creation package includes tools for:
. Creating PDF files from one or more
source documents
. Direct creation from Microsoft Word,
Excel and PowerPoint
. Creating and completing PDF forms
. Editing and annotating PDF files and
setting security
. Converting PDF files into documents
that can be edited as Microsoft Word,
Excel or generic RTF files
. Creating and managing archives (supports PDF/A)
PDF Converter Pro is supported by a
comprehensive in-built help menu and
reference guide.
PDF Converter Pro will be available on
all supported classroom and office PCs
and is available from the Information
Desk for unsupported PCs.

Summer Software
Upgrades
ADRIAN YOUNG

This year saw the introduction of new
procedures and practices around
the planning and implementation of the
summer software upgrade programme.
The idea was to gather requirements
from departments of their software
needs well in advance of the summer
vacation. This would help us to produce

a portfolio of software that we intended
to deploy, and increase communication
to departments and the users of the
software, ensuring that they were aware
of planned changes. Starting the process
earlier also gave us the opportunity to
deliver the software configured the way
people wanted it, rather than simply
delivering ‘out of the box’ installations.

software

news

Upgrade to the Central
Mail Service Mike Brudenell

The result gave us a portfolio of over
30 software applications that were
either new, updated versions or patches
for bug fixes. Regrettably some software
could not be included in the upgrade
programme due to licensing or
compatibility problems.
As this was the first year of the new
procedures, a few issues, mostly
focussed on communication between the
Computing Service and departments,
came to light and these will be
addressed for the 2008 summer upgrade.
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The following applications were added/
updated on classroom PCs:
. SPSS 15 – New version including bug
fixes
. Minitab 15 – New version
. Mindgenius upgrade – Bug fixes
. Microsoft Office 2003 and
Compatibility pack – New version
. PDF Converter Pro 4 – New
application to create PDF documents
. CorelDraw X3 – New version
. AtlasTi upgrade – Bug fixes
. PRAAT upgrade – New version
. AutoCAD 2008 – New version
(Archaeology only)
. MDL commander upgrade – Bug fixes
. ISISDraw upgrade – Bug fixes
. Mercury upgrade – Bug fixes
. Matlab 2007a – New version
. Paint Shop Pro X1 – New version,
compatible with Windows XP
. Simventure – New application
. Maple 11 – New version
. Endnote X1 – New version
. Clan – New application
. Prolog – New application
. Mathematica 6 – New version
. Putty – Bug Fixes
. Exceed 2008 - New version
. ArcGIS 9.2 - New version, installed
initially in selected classrooms.
Remaining classrooms will follow.

keynotes

anthony leonard

For some time now the Computing Service has been exploring ways of enabling
the use of audio and video on the web. This exciting form of internet media,
made possible by broadband networks and improved media compression
techniques, and made mainstream by popular sharing web sites such as MySpace
and YouTube, presents clear opportunities to the University in areas of learning,
research, and public outreach. Early on, the need for a streaming service in parallel
to traditional web services was identified. In the following articles we compare these
services, and outline progress and early plans for a trial streaming service to be
introduced this Autumn.

Why Stream? Streaming and Downloading Compared
anthony leonard

may require mirroring, and/or custom
integration with the University’s
central access control frameworks.
Despite the challenges, the Computing
Service plans to continue exploring
streaming technologies, to support
the growing interest across the
University in using audio and video
media on the web.

“Live from Vanbrugh...!”
Web Streaming
of a Technical Conference
anthony leonard
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Anyone with a University web account can already publish video and audio files
online quite easily. Making media files available for download is as simple as
uploading it to your web filestore and creating a link to it from any web page. Like
other content on YorkWeb, access can be strictly controlled using the Computing
Service’s extensive web access control facilities. If you publish media regularly you
could even create a ‘podcast’, a simple web page containing links to your newest
media files that software such as iTunes can be made to check regularly, to discover
and download new content for use on an iPod or other portable media device. If all
this is possible currently with existing services, at least in principle, what is
streaming and why is it needed?
As the name suggests, streaming involves delivering video and/or audio frames
in a constantly maintained stream, such that the player software can play back the
media as it is received in real time, with minimal buffering. This method has several
advantages. For example, if network conditions are poor, a streaming media player
will simply drop some frames and play others, degrading quality gracefully without
noticeably affecting playback to the user. Playback of media during download,
by contrast, may freeze more often as every frame must be received at full quality
before it can be played.
Much more significantly however, video and audio streams can start from any given
point within a media file, where the start point can be subject to user interaction.
This means users can quickly fast-forward or rewind streamed media, or seek
to pre-defined cue points akin to CD track listings or DVD chapters, a crucial
requirement for those interested in a small segment of - or simply browsing a long-play media file which otherwise might take hours to download in its entirety.
For these reasons, media longer than a few minutes often requires streaming for
online consumption, and discovery, to be effective.
Another major plus advantage of using streaming is that live web broadcasting is
made possible, where the source is not a downloadable media file but video/audio
outputs from cameras and microphones set up to cover a live event, for which there
are many interesting applications (see “Live from Vanbrugh...!” Web Streaming of a
Technical Conference).
These benefits come at a cost. By definition, streamed media cannot be consumed
offline, or distributed via a podcast. Perfectly downloadable media can require
additional processing to be made streamable, complicating the publishing process.
As we have seen, the technology lends itself to long-play media requiring
disproportionate filestore and network resources. The major downside however is
simply the expense of providing streaming. Dedicated streaming servers must be
deployed and managed alongside standard web servers, potentially of more than
one type if multiple formats and players are to be supported. Each of these types
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Early this year the organisers of the
Institutional Web Managers Workshop
2007, a conference for HE-based web
professionals held this summer in
Vanbrugh College, asked for our help
to experiment with live streaming of
their plenary sessions. Whilst this
represented a great opportunity to
explore an important raison-d’être of
streaming technologies, accepting was a
risk. Although our own streaming server
was in place, we had zero experience of
live streaming at the time, and no local
requirements for this type of service.
Despite this the Audio Visual Centre
responded quickly and positively to the
idea, even lending a member of staff
to join our team, and with requisite
assurances about copyright and an
“experimental” quality of service
agreed with the organisers, we took up
the challenge.
Similar attempts by others to stream
the same conference in previous years
typically involved providing a live video
stream of the speaker, together with
slides available for download only.
The result was a disjointed experience,
lacking live demonstrations and
important visual cues. Instead, we
aimed to try to stream both video of the
presenter and all their screen activity
side-by-side. Crucially this had to be
achieved independently of the PC or
laptop that the speaker chose to present
with. To do this we borrowed concepts
from commercial solutions, and
assembled a custom “capture station”,
an in-situ PC capable of capturing video

output of camera pointing at the speaker
as well as intercepting their computer
screen’s output en route to the
data projector.
Even with this in place, getting
traditional players such as RealPlayer
and Windows Media Player to reliably
play and control two video streams sideby-side proved far from easy.
With problems persisting and time
running out fast we decided to try Flash
streaming. This was an end-to-end shift,
requiring new software on the capture
station, a new streaming server entirely,
and developing a custom Flash movie
to act as a player in end-users’ web
browsers. After a great deal of help from
around the Computing Service to get the
new streaming server installed just days
before the conference, the results were
swift and successful.
Over the course of the three day event,
all ten plenary sessions - over nine hours
of material - were successfully live
streamed almost without a hitch, with
on-demand streaming of each recorded
session made available within hours.
This was achieved with minimal
intervention, most of the control being
handled remotely. Feedback gathered
on a wiki during the event, from viewers
watching live from Bristol, Manchester
and Oxford amongst other places,
included comments such as
“Impressive!”, “Excellent service.”, and
“Nearly as good as being there...”.
A great reaction, particularly from a
technical audience.
This experience has already brought a
number benefits. In particular, this work
has directly influenced designs for a
major re-fit of campus classrooms with
new AV equipment, ongoing at the
time of writing, ensuring that good
foundations are in place to enable video
capture and streaming from these
locations if necessary in future. We hope
to continue to develop these services
with interested parties in the year ahead.
To view the streams of the IWMW ‘07
conference or for more information
please visit: www.york.ac.uk/cserv/
stream or contact Anthony Leonard
(apbl500, x4350).

Plans for a Trial Streaming Service

anthony leonard

The Computing Service is engaged in trialling streaming technologies with the aim
of evaluating practicalities and parameters, including policy, required for any future
centrally supported streaming service. This is a collaborative effort involving both
the e-Learning Development Team and the Audio Visual Centre.
Work has already begun to trial streaming in a number of contexts. For example, a
ten minute video programme produced some years ago to market the University to
prospective students is now accessible via streaming from the University web site
(see below). The content was particularly targeted towards overseas students for
whom interactive streaming over low bandwidth networks provides a significant
advantage over downloading.

streaming

streaming

Streaming Audio and Video

Secondly, video clips depicting patient-doctor relationships, used as an integral part
of a Health Sciences distance learning course delivered through the University’s
VLE this spring, were made available through streaming alongside downloadable
versions to ensure student access.
These informal partnerships have been invaluable in helping to understand
streaming technologies and their surrounding issues.
Going forward, the focus this Autumn will shift towards trialling a streaming service
open for use by University staff along the following lines:
. Streaming services will be available to any University web account holder. Extra
filestore provided for this purpose will be accessible by standard secure copy
methods (SCP or SFTP). Filestore will be subject to quotas.
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. A range of media formats will be supported, however preference will be given to
widely adopted video (MPEG-4/AVC, H.264) and audio (MP3, AAC) standards that
can be streamed to freely available multi-platform player software.
. During the trial, to help facilitate use of the service, we are prepared to offer
hands-on assistance to convert media into suitable formats, depending on available
resources and the level of demand.
. Access control facilities integrated with YorkWeb and the YorkShare will be phased
in over time.
. As with other University web services, media made available for streaming must
respect copyright and accessibility requirements. Advice will be available to help in
this regard.
. During the trial disclaimers apply: streaming services may be subject to disruption
and unfortunately cannot be guaranteed.
A number of University initiatives are underway which touch on these areas,
particularly the Digital Library and Web CMS projects. The aim of this project is
to work towards an integrated, sustainable streaming service if possible, subject to
review, using the experience gained from these trials. Please look out for further
announcements.
In the meantime feedback on the points raised here would be very gratefully
received, particularly from those anticipating extensive usage of such a service.
For more information please visit www.york.ac.uk/services/cserv/stream, or contact
Anthony Leonard (apbl500, x4350).
To view the marketing video for prospective students via streaming, see:
www.york.ac.uk/admin/uao/ugrad/why/video.htm
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As some readers may be aware, Ordnance Survey (OS) have been developing a
central database solution for the delivery of their spatial information. Part of this
involves the cessation of their Land-Line product range, comprising digital versions
of the printed paper map ‘tiles’, and its replacement with OS Mastermap.
Mastermap comprises a digital database of a selection of OS material; it is not limited
by map sheet boundaries, rather the selection comprises one or more ‘themes’,
drainage or transport, for example. From the beginning of September, Digimap have
started to deliver OS material in Mastermap format, as well as the older Land-Line
product. However, the Land-Line delivery is only available until summer 2008, after
which that service will be withdrawn, leaving Mastermap.
Mastermap data is delivered using a form of GML – a dialect of XML specifically for
spatial information. It cannot be displayed as a map quite as easily as could
Land-Line, but requires the use of GIS loading, selection and display technology.
The data are also significantly enhanced, in terms of being attributed data entities,
and include much valuable information about the feature represented. For example,
whilst in Land-Line buildings were only represented by a collection of lines, in
Mastermap an attributed polygon is used, with the attributes recording detail about
the type of building and the dates on which the entry was recorded and edited.
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Land-Line really is going away. The OS have given formal notice to customers that
their Land-Line licenses are being terminated. This means that any users who have
personal copies of Land-Line data, whether obtained via Digimap or directly from
the OS, must make arrangements for obtaining replacement copy in Mastermap
form and delete their Land-Line version. As things currently stand, that must be
performed by the end of 2008, although negotiations are continuing between the
UK Higher Education community and the OS in an attempt to seek a longer
retention period.
For York users, this means getting familiar with the new Digimap interface and a
new way of managing the data. Some users of Land-Line data have already taken
advantage of the capabilities of the Oracle database service, storing their data there
and accessing it using ArcGIS, Geomatica or other tools that interwork with both
Oracle and spatial data. With Mastermap, this will become the preferred way of
working, although procedures are still being created and details will be announced
at a later date. Users with urgent requirements should contact me (pjh1) directly.

Service Desk Implementation Project
JOANNE CASEY

The ETS Review Project, set up to consider a replacement for the Enquiry
Tracking System, concluded earlier this year. After a detailed process which included
consultations with key users in departments, product presentations and site visits,
the Project group recommended the purchase of Numara Footprints, a web-based
service desk product
In addition to taking over the enquiry handling currently provided by ETS,
Footprints will provide us with a range of enhanced functionality, including a
knowledge base, quick reporting of common problems and known issues, change
management, the ability to gather statistics on enquiry resolution, and integration
with other University resources.
The Service Desk Implementation Project has now been established to oversee the
introduction of Footprints – as before, there will be consultation with users
elsewhere in the University in due course, and progress of the project will be
reported via the DCOs mailing list and in Keynotes.
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Farewell ArcView 3

Online Printing Top-Ups

peter halls

GEOFF HOULTON

It is with regret that we announce the
immediate withdrawal of ArcView 3
from classroom machines because of
serious interactions with more modern
software. ArcView 3 was ‘frozen’ by
ESRI, its developers and vendors, in
1998 and no longer has maintenance
support. However, there are now
serious problems for more modern
applications where ArcView 3 is
installed on the same machine. It may
be possible for ArcView 3 to run on
some ‘office’ type computers,
depending upon the specific set of other
software installed on the individual
machine, but we do not recommend this
and would encourage users to complete
transition to ArcGIS as soon as possible.

The first phase of the University Online
Payments system, providing online
printing top-ups, is now live.

We apologise for the lack of notice
in this instance, but the issue only
surfaced late in the summer upgrade
programme and it has taken us some
time to determine that there appears
to be no alternative configuration by
which ArcView 3 can be retained. Users
for whom the removal of ArcView 3 is a
problem should contact me (pjh1).

Increased Filestore Quotas
darren miller

We have recently finished a major
upgrade of our file servers. As a result of
this we are now able to offer larger user
quotas.
Undergraduate and Taught Graduate
quotas have been increased from 70 Mb
to 200 Mb. Staff and Research Graduate
quotas remain at the default of 200 Mb,
but staff and research users now have
the option to request an increase taking
their filestore quota up to 400 Mb previously the limit was 250 Mb.
Please contact the Information Desk if
you would like to request an increase to
your filestore.
If you wish to check what your current
quota usage is, please visit the
Electronic Infodesk (www.york.ac.uk/
go/infodesk).

This system is hosted externally, by
supplier WPM Education who provide
similar systems to over 40 universities
across the UK. Integration software has
been developed jointly by the supplier
and the Computing Service to link the
hosted system with York’s
printing charges database and the
Agresso finance system.
To top-up online, students visit the
Electronic Infodesk
(www.york.ac.uk/go/infodesk) and
select Printing Accounts. All major UK
debit and credit cards are accepted;
Visa, MasterCard, Electron, Maestro
and Solo.

BA Festival

DAVE SURTEES

The University hosted the British Association Festival of Science from the 9th to
the 15th September.

news
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All change at Digimap! peter halls

The Computing Service was heavily involved in providing the necessary
infrastructure for this event, including setting up a room of PCs for members of
the press; creating a special Windows environment for the BA staff; ensuring that
all areas likely to be used by delegates of the conference had wireless networking
enabled; providing user accounts and printers. A considerable amount of work was
spent over the weeks running up to the Festival planning for the event, a weekend’s
work to set up for the Festival, followed by another to take down the equipment and
return the areas to normal. The service also provided a single point of contact for
support from 7am until 10pm throughout the Festival – it’s a testament to the work
done in advance that, after the first day, the Festival generated relatively
few enquiries.
The Computing Service management team would like to thank all those involved in
helping the BA Festival to be a success.
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During the first month of operation, we
are offering students the chance to win
a £25 Amazon voucher if they top-up
online and fill-in the feedback form.
This feedback will be used to inform
future phases of the implementation.
Many other types of payments will be
moving online over the coming year
including the Meals-In-Advance
catering vouchers, University
merchandise, student fees etc. Details
on this will appear in future Keynotes
publications and YorkExtra, as well as
on a new Payments web-site due to be
launched later this term.

Endnote X1
stevie de saille

As mentioned on page 5, we have now
upgraded Endnote to version X1.
Key features of this version include the
ability to group references, and to attach PDFs to create a travelling library.
Courses in EndNote X1 will run
periodically throughout the academic
year; manuals and an updated FAQ
will be available online from the end of
October at www.york.ac.uk/services/
cserv/help/bibsoft/EndNoteX1/.

Newly set-up (top) and in use (bottom). Note the careless
disregard shown for our ‘no eating and drinking’ policies...

The Goodricke press room.
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gavin atkinson and arthur clune

mike brudenell

About half of the Windows PCs on campus are supported connections - we look
after the operating system and software, and keep it secure. The rest are unsupported
connections; we provide the network connection, but play no part in looking after
the machine. To check a PC’s status, go to the Properties menu in My Computer, and
view the Computer Name tab. Supported PCs have the domain csrv.ad.york.ac.uk.
All software has problems (bugs) not apparent on initial release. These bugs may
be obvious, or have no visible sign. Either way, they may allow third parties to
install unwanted programs on your machine, probably the most common way that
computer worms and viruses now spread. When a serious bug is found, the software
manufacturer will release a patch to fix it. Computing Service apply the patches to
supported connections. For unsupported ones, the owner or DCO must ensure that
these are applied and that the PC remains free of viruses and unwanted software.
Keeping your machine patched
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Windows users should visit the Windows Update site at update.microsoft.com.
Once there, set your machine to download future patches automatically.
If possible, upgrade from Windows Update to Microsoft Update; the latter will also
patch Microsoft Office. Install the patches offered, reboot and then go back to see if
further patches are available. Repeat until no more patches are offered. From then on,
check for the New Updates Available icon in the system tray and apply them as soon
as possible. Apple users should choose Software Update from the Apple menu and
follow the instructions. If you use a laptop at home and at work, patch it first while
connected to the campus network as this is somewhat protected by our firewall.
Use a web browser with a pop-up blocker

Pop-up blockers make web browsing a nicer experience by getting rid of most of the
advertising pop-up windows. For Windows, XP Service Pack 2 adds popup blocking to Internet Explorer. FireFox and Opera have built-in popup blockers (see www.
mozilla.com/firefox/ or www.opera.com/). If you are running a version of Windows
other than Windows XP, we advise switching to a browser offering pop-up blocking.
With Safari on Mac OSX, popup blocking can be enabled from the Safari menu.
Like all other software, browsers need updating. As we write, Internet Explorer is
at version 7, Firefox is at 2.0.0.7, Opera is at 9.23, Safari is at 2.0.4: earlier versions
should be updated.
Run a firewall

There are two options: personal firewalls run on the PC or remote firewalls run on
the network. For Windows users, XP Service Pack 2 includes a good personal firewall,
often disabled by default. If you don’t run XP, ZoneAlarm is a commonly used
product. Mac OS X has a built-in firewall (see System Preferences then Sharing),
disabled by default. Most Unix/Linux distributions have firewall ability. At home,
your ADSL router/wireless access point may have a firewall built in. If so, turn it on.
Run anti-virus and anti-spyware software

The University has a site-license for Sophos (see www.york.ac.uk/services/cserv/sw/
sophos/). We advise you to only run one piece of anti-virus software on a machine.
Spyware and adware are unwanted software (often installed without your knowledge) capable of sending details of your web use to third parties, sending spam from
your machine, remotely controlling it and other such bad things. The MS Windows
Malicious Software Removal tool (www.microsoft.com/security/malwareremove/)
and SpyBot Search & Destroy (www.safer-networking.org) are popular anti-spyware
tools. In contrast to anti-virus software, we advise using two or three products.
Further information, including other resources useful for keeping unsupported
machines secure, can be found at www.york.ac.uk/services/cserv/security/
keynotes
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Introduction of
WPAD Service

Director.
Departmental Administrator.
Head of Infrastructure.
Head of Information Systems.
Head of Support Services.
Information Officer.

On Monday 5 November a new service,
WPAD, will go live. “WPAD” stands for
Web Proxy Auto-Discovery and helps
web browsers automatically discover
locally available web proxies/caches and
make use of them.
For many years we have operated a
Web Cache cluster to improve response
speed and reduce network traffic as you
browse web sites. Supported
Connection PCs are set up to use the
caches, but people with unsupported
connections had to manually type
details into their web browser’s
preference settings.
With WPAD many web browser programs will be able to detect the Web
Cache cluster and use its services automatically. If a manual preference change
is needed it will merely be clicking a
button or checkbox, instead of having to
exactly type in a URL.
Once the WPAD service is live browsers
which are set to “Automatically detect
settings” will use it to locate and use the
web caches. You can check this setting,
and turn it on if necessary, as follows…
For Internet Explorer:
Go to Tools | Internet Options | Connections | LAN Settings and select the
Automatically detect settings checkbox.
For Firefox:
Go to Tools | Options | Advanced |
Network | Settings and select the Autodetect proxy settings for this network
radio button.
Note: For security reasons the Web
Cache cluster restricts access to
certain sites — for example secure sites
(with URLs beginning https://) must be
operating on the standard connection
port number for this type of service.
If you are using an Unsupported
Connection machine and experience
difficulty accessing a site you used
to use, simply deselect the automatic
detection setting and restart your web
browser.
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Information Desk

John Cooper
Stevie de Saille
Steve Downes

The Information Desk is your first point
of contact with the Computing Service
t.
e.

01904 43 3838
infodesk@york.ac.uk

Open from 09.00 to 17.00 Monday to
Friday (may be closed for training
Wednesdays 14.00-15.00), for problem
solving, advice and information, fault
reporting, network connections, file
restoration, course bookings and user
registration.
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Computing Service
University of York, Heslington
York. YO10 5DD
t. 01904 43 3800
dd. 01904 43 followed by ext no.
f. 01904 43 3740
e.
w.

username@york.ac.uk
www.york.ac.uk/services/cserv/
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